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Management
Management
There are several alternatives available for management of the Corridor in the 
future. For the foreseeable future, the Port of Tillamook Bay is the manager of the 
property as they currently claim ownership of the full Corridor. Within the Coastal 
segment under the purview of the OCSRR lease, they are responsible for main-
taining the corridor’s tracks and infrastructure, as part of their lease agreement.  
Whereas the governance section will get into more of these issues, the manage-
ment needs will be reviewed in this section.

Maintenance Management Planning 
Understanding the potential maintenance associated with the Salmonberry Cor-
ridor is a necessary and prudent step in the planning process. This information will 
inform and influence the future development of the Salmonberry Corridor. The plan-
ning team used Oregon Parks and Recreation Department’s (OPRD) Maintenance 
Management Planning (MMP) methodology to estimate the maintenance level and 
costs. There are three types of maintenance activity groupings:  Annual Mainte-
nance, Preventative Maintenance and Heavy Maintenance.  

Annual maintenance is the day to day work that is needed to keep the trail opera-
tional, clean and open for public use. As a comparison, it is analogous to getting 
your oil changed on your car. Preventative maintenance is the tasks that are de-
signed primarily to maintain structures and infrastructure or resolve smaller issues 
so they don’t become a larger issue. Keeping with the car analogy, these tasks are 
similar to changing your tires or having a tune up complete. Heavy maintenance are 
tasks that require the complete replacement of structures or infrastructure do to 
items reaching their useful life or are damaged in a storm or other natural occur-
rence. This would be similar to replacing your water pump or the entire engine in 
your car. 

The MMP methodology used to create the estimate for the Salmonberry corridor 
is focused on the annual maintenance tasks and most of the preventative mainte-
nance tasks. It does not consider heavy maintenance tasks. In addition, the hours 
and staffing levels associated with operating the facility take into account normal 
customer service engagement activities. It does not take into consideration any law 
enforcement or emergency services activities.       

The (4) rail trails and regional trails managed by OPRD were used as MMP compari-
sons. The Banks Vernonia State Trail was the primary comparison used for MMP es-
timates due to its proximity to the Salmonberry Corridor. This section projects MMP 
estimates. The final MMP level will be influenced by the level of development, use 
of volunteers, crew “set-up” costs (equipment, tools, etc.) and local jurisdictional 
differences in costs associated with staff.

Facility Maintenance

Signs
Grounds
Restrooms
Public Buildings
Non-Public Buildings (shop)
Water Systems
Sewage Systems
Painting

Landscape Maintenance

Mowing
Trimming
Planting Grass
Irrigation
Misc. Turf Care
Tree Maintenance
Shrub Maintenance

Hard Surface Maintenance

Trail Maintenance

Marine Facilities Maintenance

Operation

Day Use Area
Field Administration
Volunteers
Interpretation

Maintenance Staff
The MMP covers all of the key tasks associated with maintaining trailheads, trails 
and associated facilities. A summary of the tasks reviewed can be found in the 
table below. The MMP identified that the Salmonberry Corridor, at full development, 
would need 49,000 hours (24 full-time equivalents (FTE)) of tasks to operate and 
maintain the trail. As a comparison, OPRD operates the Banks Vernonia State Trail 
with 26% of the identified MMP hours needed being completed by full-time and 
seasonal staff. The remainders of the maintenance hours are completed through 
volunteer labor, inmate labor, youth crews and contracted labor. If the staffing was 
operated at the same level for the Salmonberry Corridor then it would need 6.24 
FTE. 

Maintenance Costs
Deriving a cost estimate for the 
maintenance is rather difficult. Trail 
maintenance costs vary greatly by 
trail development standards, use 
levels and the experience. The Banks 
Vernonia State Trail has an annual 
maintenance cost of $5,250 per 
mile. Trails within LL Stub Stewart 
State Park that are developed at a 
lower level have an annual main-
tenance cost of around $500 per 
mile.   A majority of the costs (77%) 
are attributed to staff costs. If these 
cost ranges were ascribed to the 
Salmonberry Corridor it would need 
roughly $350,000 to $840,000 to 
maintain the corridor at full build 
out. The variance is price range is at-
tributed to the varied trail standards 
and unknown level of staffing versus 
other maintenance resources.

 

Right now I can’t ride my bike safely 
from Portland to the lovely Oregon 
Coast. I can’t breathe the fresh 
mountain air or see the wonderful 
sights of the Coast Range, unless I 
get in my car. How much is providing 
a healthful, safe alternative worth? I’d 
say it’s “priceless.”

Peter S.
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Disused railroad water tank, Milepost 811.25 One of many bridges on the Corridor
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Barview Jetty County Park, near Garibaldi

Kilchis Point Reserve Nehalem Falls

Project team meeting at Reehers Camp

Cabins at Stub Stewart SP
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Natural Setting
This segment’s most striking natural features are the Nehalem and Salmonberry 
Rivers. The Salmonberry is one of the most significant steelhead rivers in Oregon. 
The ecology of each of these rivers and surrounding State Forest is described in 
detail in the 2008 Environmental Assessment, prepared by AECOM. The adjacent 
forests are managed as directed by forest management plans of the Oregon 
Department of Forestry. Development of the corridor here will need to be guided 
by the overall project goals, especially environmental goals. Repairs to the Corridor 
in this segment may involve unavoidable short term impacts on habitat, while 
improving future conditions consistent with the project goals.  

The 2007 winter storm damage is most evident in this segment and tracks and 
railroad structure are still in the river channels. In addition, Wolf Creek and Kinney 
Creek remain inaccessible due to storm and railroad debris. The ROW also passes 
Cochran Pond, a remnant mill pond which is an interesting feature and is used by 
wildlife that trail users may enjoy.

Adjacent Land Uses
This Segment runs almost exclusively through forestland, with 16 miles running 
through the Tillamook State Forest. Nearly all of this landscape either harvested 
or burned in 1900s (see photo below), and some of it both burned and was 
harvested. Today recent harvest activity is evident, along with forest stands in 
various ages and conditions. 

At the former town site of Enright, two cottages stand in a 160-acre private 
inholding parcel surrounding the POTB ROW. At the confluence of the Salmonberry 
and Nehalem Rivers, there are several rural residential parcels south of the 
Salmonberry, accessed by Tin Hat Road. 

Trails in forestland are common in the Tillamook State Forest, and active forest 
management and recreational trails can and do coexist. There are operational 
conflicts to mitigate as well as educational opportunities. Where there are public 
access points, recreational use will need to be managed to support the trail uses 
and prevent conflicting uses such as Off-Highway Vehicles or other transportation 
forms.  

2007 Damage

This segment was extensively damaged in the storm of December 2007. Of 19 
recorded structural damage locations, the most significant occurred at the following 
points. (Damage estimates are conceptual, for re-establishment of freight rail 
service and are listed in 2008 dollars. Repairs to accommodate other uses may not 
be as extensive. The OCSRR has inspected the 7th and 8th Salmonberry Bridges 
and believes that repairs will not be as significant as the 2008 Assessment claims):
 MP 801.73  Tunnel 26  $256,000 (repairs)
 MP 802.2  Side Hill Bridges  $170,000 (repairs)
 MP 803.6  Wolf Creek Trestle $350,000 (repairs)
 MP 805.7  Kinney Creek Bridge $2.07 Million (replacement cost)
 MP 806.34  Creek Bridge  $2 Million (replacement cost)
 MP 806.97 Belding Creek Bridge $2 Million (replacement cost)
 MP 808.95 Bathtub Creek Bridge $1.8 Million (repairs)
 MP 811.93 7th Salmonberry Bridge $1.6 Million (replacement cost)
 MP 814.22 8th Salmonberry Bridge $100,000 (repairs)

Of greater concern are 114 noted landslide and embankment failures along this 
Segment of the ROW. The most significant damage occurred at the following points:
 MP 803.45  Wolf Creek Landslides >$3 million (repairs)
 MP 807.4  Grade Failure  >$2 million (repairs)
 MP 807.64  Grade Failure  ±$1 million (repairs)
 MP 808.2  Grade Failure  $0.5 Million (repairs)
 MP 808.7  Grade Failure  $1.8 Million (repairs)
 MP 809.55  Grade Failure  $1.9 Million (repairs)

These are significant repairs with the above lists alone totaling over $25 million 
in repairs, not including permitting, which is half of the total estimated costs of 
repairs in the Corridor, not counting deferred maintenance needs. The biggest 
concern for future Corridor planning, beyond the source of funding for such repairs, 
is whether the Corridor will simply experience damage in other locations. Many 
of the major damage points occur where drainages perpendicular to the ROW 
empty into the Salmonberry and these drainages will continue to shed earth and 
vegetation in potentially catastrophic ways. This is a natural geomorphological 
process. To lessen recurring damage, building long spans under which material 
can pass is a possible approach but may not be feasible on some of the drainages. 
Even this approach is no guarantee—the Bathtub Creek Bridge was almost entirely 
buried with debris, despite a wide span over that drainage. 

Additionally, the entire Segment runs within a steep canyon, whose slopes are 
prone to landslide, with unstable soils on shallow basalt bedrock washing out 
regularly as a natural process. Finally, in many locations, the railroad tracks were 
built on filled embankments within the Salmonberry River’s natural channel course, 
with no alternative route due to steep slopes. The River is constantly shifting 
course. Many of these embankments have washed away and replacements will 
require extensive permitting for in-water work and channel modification. On-going 
maintenance will be a major concern for future Corridor use.

Since the 2007 storm, there may have been additional damage to the Corridor, 
which should be verified before detailed design begins on trail alternatives. 
Vegetation growth and downed trees along the tracks are likely to be the biggest 
challenges since then. 

Damage at MP 806

Kayaker on the Salmonberry

Existing Segment Recreation
The segment’s existing recreational users are more adventurous to access the 
rugged territory of the area. 

• There are no official campsites or hiking trails in the segment 
but hikers venture into the Corridor from the Beaverslide, or 
from the east or west portals to the river canyon.

• Hunting is popular on ODF forest lands. Steelhead fishing on 
the Salmonberry is also very popular.

• Some intrepid kayakers float the Salmonberry and Nehalem.
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Figure 3: Regional Recreational Resources
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Tile 3: Manning

Manning trailhead at capacity. Trails 
separate at this point.

Potential trailhead expansion area, on 
0.5-ac donated by WA Co.  

Additional potential TH expansion areas
(See Tile 3A) 

B

C

D
Potential catalyst project: Develop 
new trailhead for additional vehicles, 
restrooms to serve both B-V Trail and 
Salmonberry Corridor

A
Rail-to-Trail Alternative: Utilize RR tracks 
for rail-to-trail  conversion.

Salmonberry Corridor

Notes

A



Salmonberry Corridor

Notes

Typical Sections

Natural Surface Trail Alternatives

Rail-to-Trail Alternative - At Grade 

Existing rail, ties 
and ballast

*Additional study required to determine if removal of existing rail, ties and ballast is appropriate

3’ min. 4’ max. 
natural surface trail. 
Improve drainage 
where necessary. 

3’ minimum, 6’ maximum 
natural surface trail. Improve 
drainage where necessary. 

Plant native vegetation 
to restore degraded 
slopes and remove 
invasive species.

Plant native vegetation to 
restore degraded slopes and 
remove invasive species.

10’ - 14’ Trail
Remove & salvage rail hardware and excavate ballast
Surfacing:

•	     Asphalt
•	     Compact Aggregate
•	     Wood Chips
•	     Combination of above for equestrian use

10’ - 14’ Trail
Remove & salvage rail hardware and excavate ballast
Surfacing:

•	 Asphalt
•	 Compact Aggregate

Note: 
* In areas with little equestrian use, or where heavy service vehicles 
need to access the Corridor frequently, or where the trail serves as 
vehicular access to homes or businesses (primarily in the Coastal 
segment) it is recommended that the trail surface be limited to asphalt.

B

A

Sections do not relate to specific locations within 
the Corridor
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Introduction
This 25-mile easternmost segment of the corridor runs from the fertile farmlands 
of western Washington County into the Coast Range foothills. This segment may 
be the most likely to see trail development soon, thanks to the proximity of this 
segment to the Metro Portland population base, it’s relatively undamaged condition 
and potential linkages to existing trails including the Banks-Vernonia Trail and a 
potential interim trailhead at LL Stub Stewart State Park.

Physical Structure
This segment begins in the town of Banks, at the siding owned by POTB along NE 
Commerce Street, adjacent to the Banks Lumber Company Mill and the former 
Banks Depot which still stands. The Right of Way (ROW) varies, beginning at 60’ in 
width between Banks and MP 777, at which point it widens to 80’ until just before 
MP 782, where it becomes a standard 100’ ROW all the way to Cochran. The POTB 
owns additional ROW in the town of Buxton, where a former Y spur accessed a 
lumber mill, now demolished. There are additional wider sections of ROW in certain 
locations such as Scofield (MP 785) and the siding in the town of Timber (MP 793) 
as well as the siding in Cochran (MP 800). 

This segment begins in the flat farmland around Banks and does not appreciably 
increase in gradient until it runs alongside Highway 47 north of Buxton and begins 
a gentle climb to cross the highway at MP 782.5. As such, this first 7 miles of 
corridor is very direct. As it climbs gently into the Coast Range, the ROW begins 
to weave around hillsides to minimize gradient (freight trains rarely operate at a 
higher than 1% gradient but some sections of this corridor approach 3%), resulting 
in a 12-mile route between Buxton (El 325’) and Timber (El 975’), which are only 5 
miles apart “as the crow flies.” The corridor continues climbing to its highest point, 
at Cochran (El 1800’). The total elevation gain between Banks and Cochran is 
approximately 1600’.

There are several bridges and trestles in this segment, 11 of which require minor 
ballast repairs, repairs to small culverts, and repair of minor scour of bridge and 
trestle abutments. The most significant bridges are the two trestles, one at MP 
782, crossing Highway 47 and the other crossing Reliance Creek, at MP 798.79. 
These trestles have the potential to become visitor attractions due to their height, 
views and unique structure. The Buxton Trestle on the Banks-Vernonia State 
Trail offers a precedent for future restoration of a similar structure. An additional 
significant bridge crosses US 26 at MP 787.7 and is distinctive for its painted 
slogan inviting motorists to “Ride The Tillamook Railroad.” There is one tunnel in 
this segment, the Walcott Tunnel (or Tunnel 25) at MP 789.48.

Valley Segment
Banks (MP 774.7) to Cochran (MP 800)

Before and After illustration of a typical rail-
to-trail portion of the corridor 
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Tile 5: Buxton
735’

Buxton trailhead, 75 car spaces, 4 horse 
trailer spaces. Could be optional TH if 
Manning cannot be expanded.

Potential trailhead opportunity on 
‘Y’ near former mill site--potential 
interpretive story

Potential trailhead on siding along Hwy 
47

Potential short-term connection to 
Banks Vernonia trail via Fisher Rd/
Bacona Rd. On-road bike use.

Potential alternative trailhead at Stub 
Stewart SP. Further study needed.

Bypass Alternative: Potential bypass 
utilizing expanded shoulder of US 47 
until Williams Creek Trestle is improved.

B

C

D

E

F

G

Potential catalyst project: Enhance 
existing trails to provide access from 
Williams Creek trestle into Stub Stewart 
SP and create loop on B-V Trail

2

2

A
Rail-to-Trail Alternative: Utilize RR tracks 
for rail-to-trail conversion.

Salmonberry Corridor

Notes
A





Salmonberry Corridor

Notes

Typical Sections

8’-10’ Trail
Provide guardrails
Surfacing: Wood or composite decking 
over existing rail ties.

Option A:

6’-8’ cantilevered trail
Provide guardrails and safety barrier 
Surfacing Options:

•	 Wood or composite decking
•	 Metal Grating 
(not ideal for dogs or horses)

Note: 
Rail with trail alternatives that share an active trestle will require coordination between rail operator and trail users to ensure 
safety of all parties. Signage at each shared trestle will be required and railroad operations will be required to post timetables, 
reduce speed, and provide ample warning of approaching trains within the corridor.

Option B:

6’-8’ new, separate bridge with guardrails 
and accessible surfacing
Surfacing Options:

•	 Wood or composite decking
•	 Metal Grating

Trestle - Rail-to-Trail Alternative Trestle - Rail with Trail Alternative (Prototypical)

D

Sections do not relate to specific locations within 
the Corridor
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The vision for a connected recreational Corridor across the Coast Range
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Tile 16: Wolf Creek

AA

B

C

D

E

Rail-to-Trail Alternative: Utilize RR tracks 
for rail-to-trail conversion.

Bypass Alternative 1: Major washout will 
likely require “adventure trail” bypass. 
Many damage points within this stretch will 
also require detours.

Bypass Alternative 2: Kinney Creek trestle 
blown out, requires major repair. Detour 
would need to cross Creek.

Former logging railroad and logging camp 
site; potential interpretive opportunity.

Wolf Creek trestle and tunnel represent 
potential scenic destination.

B

G

Salmonberry Corridor

Notes
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Introduction

This 16-mile segment of the corridor is the wildest, most remote and most damaged 
portion of the line. The segment has the most potential for providing corridor visitors 
with an experience of the deep Coast Range forest and the scenic Salmonberry 
River but the segment also presents serious challenges to access, with major storm 
damage and limited road or trail connections into the heart of the segment. Until 
funding is secured, this segment may remain as an adventure trail for a long time, 
attractive as an eco-tourism destination, with some visitors drawn by the railroad 
relics and damage. Hikers and backpackers could make use of remote campsites 
within the canyon which would not require significant development. Some hikers 
could reasonably be expected to use a remote lodge as described above. Mountain-
bikers would likely see the segment as a day-trip opportunity.

Physical Structure
This segment begins at the former town site of Cochran, surrounded by private 
land, which includes a long siding as well as a spur line into a disused rock quarry 
(which was once owned by POTB and could be a source of ballast rock for repairs). 
The ROW of the segment is consistently 100’, widening to accommodate the 
Cochran siding. At MP 811, at the former town site of Enright, the segment crosses 
another private in-holding surrounded by Tillamook State Forest and includes a 
short spur line (not a siding)

This segment includes some stretches of track that were about as steep as 
possible for railroad track, at a 3% gradient. The corridor’s highest point is at 
Cochran, which also straddles the watershed boundary between the Salmonberry 
River drainage (Pennoyer Creek) and the Nehalem River, flowing west and then 
counterclockwise back into the Coast Range. The line drops steeply, crossing 
Baldwin Creek on a large trestle, then looping south in a long switchback that drops 
almost 400’, then continues a more gentle descent over the next 12 miles. The 
total elevation drop between Cochran and the Salmonberry/Nehalem Confluence is 
approximately 1560’.

There are several bridges and trestles in this segment, 16 of which require major 
repairs, as described in detail in the FEMA Structural Engineering Assessment 
work, prepared by WH Pacific for IBIS Group. The most significant bridges are two 
trestles, the Baldwin Creek Trestle at MP 802, which was deemed undamaged 
in 2008 and the large trestle crossing Wolf Creek, at MP 803.61, which did 
sustain $350,000 of damage. These trestles have the potential to become visitor 
attractions due to their height, views and unique structure. There are a few railroad 
relics, including an old steel shipping container, or Stac-Pac, at MP 805.6 (known 
as the B&B by POTB employees), an old water tank at the Baldwin Creek trestle and 
another water tank at Enright. None of these were deemed significant in the 2008 
NRHP Evaluation.

Salmonberry Segment
Cochran (MP 800) to the Salmonberry/Nehalem Confluence (MP 816)

Before and After illustration of a typical rail-
to-trail portion of the corridor 
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Sections do not relate to specific locations within 
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Surfacing Options
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Tile 17: Beaverslide

Potential catalyst project: Improve existing 
dispersed camping site next to the river 
consistent with goals for environmental 
protection and user experience. Requires 
further study on governance and operations. 

6

6

B

A
Rail-to-Trail Alternative: Utilize RR tracks 
for rail-to-trail conversion.

Top of the Beaverslide Road. Potential 
for parking/TH area. Beaverslide Road 
descends steeply for 1360’ over 2.5 miles. 
It is not designed for recreational use and 
will likely be closed during some or all of 
the year to manage access consistent 
with corridor goals and land management 
objectives. The road provides emergency 
access to the corridor between Cochran 
Pond and Clay Creek Rd.

C

D

E

Bypass Alternative 3: If tunnel 
improvements are necessary, a temporary 
detour may be required.

Bypass Alternative 1: Kinney Creek trestle 
wash out requires major repair. Detour 
would need to cross Creek in interim.

Bypass Alternative 2: Major washout will 
likely require “adventure trail” bypass.

B
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Top of Beaverslide Road
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This site currently has dispersed recreation, including kayak trip starting locations, 
dispersed camping, recreational shooting, and river access. Salmonberry Corridor 
goals can guide site development to be consistent with the overall Corridor project 
and with adjacent landowner goals.
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Typical Sections

River Bank - Rail-to-Trail Alternative 

River Bank - Rail with Trail Alternative - Fill on River Side

River Bank - Rail with Trail Alternative - Cut on Upland Side

River Bank - Rail with Trail Alternative - Condition At Grade

10’ - 14’ Trail
Remove rail hardware and 
excavate ballast
Surfacing Options:

•	 Asphalt
•	 Compact Aggregate
•	 Compact Soil
•	 Wood Chips
•	 Combination of above for 

equestrian use

10’ - 14’ Trail**
Surfacing Options:

•	 Asphalt
•	 Compact Aggregate
•	 Compact Soil
•	 Wood Chips
•	 Combination of above for 

equestrian use

10’ - 14’ Trail**
Surfacing Options:

•	 Asphalt
•	 Compact Aggregate
•	 Compact Soil
•	 Wood Chips
•	 Combination of above for 

equestrian use

Native vegetation

River

River

River
River

Native Vegetation

8’-6” Min. Clearance

8’-6” Min. Clearance
8’-6” Min. Clearance

C L

Centerline
Centerline

Native Vegetation

Native plant 
restoration planting 
at cut as required

10’ - 14’ Trail*
Surfacing Options:

•	 Asphalt
•	 Compact Aggregate
•	 Compact Soil
•	 Wood Chips
•	 Combination of above 

for equestrian use

Note: 
* Increased trail width in this condition may increase the amount of cut required and 
subsequently add to the cost of construction.  

Note: 
** Increased trail width in this condition may increase the amount of fill required, require in-water work and 
associated permitting and subsequently will add to the cost of construction.  

Reinforced cut 
slope may be 

required in steep 
corridor sections

Safety Barrier
(if needed)

Safety Barrier
(if needed)

Safety Barrier
(if needed)

Fill Bank

C
Sections do not relate to specific locations within 
the Corridor
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Introduction
This 17-mile segment of the Corridor runs from the Salmonberry/Nehalem 
Confluence, along the Nehalem River into rural farm and forest lands before turning 
west at Mohler, and running along the edge of the Nehalem estuary into Wheeler, 
on Nehalem Bay. This segment might see most demand from visitors already at 
the Oregon Coast who use the corridor as a day trip into the State Forest along the 
Salmonberry, returning to accommodation in Wheeler or Nehalem Bay State Park. 
The potential Cougar Valley State Park could serve the same function (as well as 
providing campsites for users of this segment heading east.) This segment and the 
Coastal Segment continue to offer passive recreation in the form of scenic train 
trips along the corridor.

Physical Structure and 2007 Damage
This segment begins where the ROW crosses the Nehalem River at MP 816. The 
Right of Way (ROW) is a standard 100’ ROW all the way to Wheeler. There is one 
siding in this segment, at Batterson, where POTB trains once idled waiting to 
exchange railcars from Banks and near Mohler. This segment begins at Elevation 
231’ at the confluence of the Nehalem and Salmonberry, having dropped 
dramatically in the previous 16 miles from Cochran. The total elevation drop is 
approximately 200’.

There are few bridges in this segment, with only 3 requiring minor ballast repairs, 
repairs to small culverts, and repair of minor scour of bridge and trestle abutments. 
These are described in detail in the FEMA Structural Engineering Assessment work, 
prepared by WH Pacific for IBIS Group. The most significant bridges are in this 
segment are the two Nehalem River bridges, at MP 816 and MP 830.81. According 
to the 2008 Damage Assessment, the 2nd Nehalem Bridge is estimated to require 
$84,000 of damage repair. The first bridge at the confluence has a significant 
washout to the west, where the new Foss Bridge over the Salmonberry was recently 
re-opened. A repair to this section was completed by the OCSRR in 2014. There are 
no significant washouts over the ROW and the OCSR has operated excursion trains 
to the Salmonberry/Nehalem confluence. From visual inspection of the corridor, it 
appears that there have been minor trees downed over the ROW and some minor 
rockfall. 

Natural Setting
This segment runs along the Nehalem River, a significant coastal fish habitat. West 
of the Nehalem’s confluence with the Salmonberry, it runs along the steep, wooded 
north bank though the Tillamook State Forest. At the western end of this segment, 
the ROW runs along the Necanicum Highway, with views across the Nehalem 
Estuary and Nehalem Bay.

Nehalem Segment

Before and After illustration of a typical rail-
with-trail portion of the corridor 

I can already see myself riding this 
trail, so excited! I just hope it keeps 
making such swift progress to be 
opened up as soon as possible.

Ian

Salmonberry/Nehalem Confluence (MP 816) to Wheeler (MP 833)
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There are two basic potential scenarios for the development of the Salmonberry 
Corridor and they will each result in different liability issues.

Rails With Trails (RWT)
If there is to be a trail alongside the OCSR-leased railroad, the primary liability 
concerns will relate to safety. RWT projects will increase numbers of people 
adjacent to the tracks and increase incidents of trespassing and inevitably increase 
the number of people exposed to injury from railroad operations. Most states, 
including Oregon (ORS 105.682 and 105.688), have recreational use statues that 
limit or eliminate the liability to the property owner when they allow their property 
to be used for recreational purposes, such as a trail. In addition, the trail owner 
may purchase insurance specifically for the trail. Typically, a written agreement is 
reached between an agency and rail operator that includes limitations of liability, 
and trail operations and maintenance policies. These agreements establish clear 
responsibilities and expectations of each party involved.

But there have been few instances to test the liability of rail lines with regards to 
RWT. Many cases are settled out of court. Trespassing and injuries to trespassers 
could occur more frequently as a result of the trail and injured trail users could 
seek to sue. In OCSR’s current lease with POTB, they agree to hold POTB harmless 
for anything related to OCSR operations and OCSR does currently hold liability 
insurance as part of their lease. Trail users would likely not be considered 
trespassers if the POTB permits a trail within their ROW. They would be considered 
‘licensees’ or ‘invitees’ and as such, the POTB or OCSR would have a duty to 
“exercise reasonable care” in protecting them. The POTB currently tolerates public 
access on the Corridor and did so even when freight trains were running in the 
Corridor. To protect RWT users completely would require fencing, which would be 
cost-prohibitive on a corridor of this length. 

Permits (crossing Orders) from ODOT will be required at all locations where the trail 
will cross the rail line. This includes the OCSR-leased segment of the corridor, as 
well as any other segment of the corridor where the rights to operate a railway have 
not been formally abandoned. Inspections are performed by the rail operator and 
the owner of the trail. ODOT only monitors that inspections have been performed.

In terms of damage or vandalism to rail facilities, most rail corridors are already 
used by the public. Creating a trail will provide a specific location in the corridor 
for people to be, away from the tracks and out of danger. More users also mean 
more eyes on the trail which has been shown to reduce incidents of vandalism and 
increase personal safety.  
For more details on these issues, see the 2013 report America’s Rails-with-Trails: A 
Resource for Planners, Agencies and Advocates on Trails Along Active Railroad Corridors.

Trail Only
If a new entity (private, non-profit or government) were to operate a rail TO trail 
along this Corridor, meaning, the rails are removed and replaced with a trail, they 
would likely be shielded from liability for any injuries suffered on the ROW through 
Oregon’s Recreational Use Statute (ORS 105.682), which holds a landowner 
harmless as long as a fee is not collected for trail use and as long as they recognize 
potential dangers and warn users about these “attractive nuisances”. Liability and 
maintenance responsibilities should be determined prior to opening the Corridor 
to use. The damaged bridges and tunnels would be an example of an ‘attractive 
nuisance’ that would likely require some stabilization to reduce State liability. Along 
any abandoned sections of rail, Crossing Orders would not be required.

Liability

Allegheny Passage Rail With Trail

Rail With Trail using compacted aggregate for accessibility Springwater Corridor Rail With Trail, with safety fencing
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Tile 32: Wheeler

AA
Rail-to-Trail Alternative: Utilize RR tracks 
for rail-to-trail conversion.

Rail with Trail Alternative: Trail to be 
situated on Bay side of RR.  Potential fill 
required to achieve desired trail width.

Bypass Alternative: Potential detour from 
RR alignment utilizing Route 53 to Miami 
Foss Rd. to bypass RR bridge over the 
Nehalem River. Rejoin RR ROW at Foss 
Rd. (Tile 31)

Potential trailhead at intersection of US101 
and Route 53.

Potential trail detour on Botts Marsh Dike, 
Further study required.

RWT Trail to utilize Marine Drive through 
Wheeler

Bridge and elevated RR constricted by 
adjacent wetlands. Further study required 
to achieve rail with trail option. 

Planned city park and trailhead (Currently 
seeking acquisition funds)
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Salmonberry Corridor

Notes

Sections - WheelerH

Asphalt shared vehicular/
pedestrian frontage road 
with safety signage and 
street trees.

Wheeler Waterfront - Rail with Trail (looking North)

Wheeler Waterfront - Rail-to-Trail (looking North)

Street Trees + 
Site Enhancements ParkingStreet Lighting Improvements

Marine Drive

Marine Drive

US 101

US 101

10’-14’ multi-use trail
Salvage RR hardware and ties
Surfacing Options:

•	 Asphalt    
•	 Concrete
•	 Compacted Aggregate

Site Enhancements
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Introduction

This 26-mile westernmost segment of the Corridor runs along the Coast, from the 
small community of Wheeler on Nehalem Bay, to Rockaway Beach, Garibaldi and 
Tillamook, ending at the Port of Tillamook’s Industrial Park adjacent to the Tillamook 
Air Museum. This segment is currently partially leased to the Oregon Coast Scenic 
Railroad (OCSR), which runs excursion trains from Garibaldi to Rockaway, with 
excursions to Wheeler and aspirations to extend trips to Tillamook and Enright. This 
Segment, passing through numerous coastal communities, or ‘trail towns’ and close 
to a large number of tourist hotels and rental homes, could be popular with casual 
day users and would not require significant investment in trailheads since many 
users could access the trail on foot or bike. The Corridor here could link to and 
capitalize on existing visitor attractions. (We assume that this segment’s proximity 
to US 101 would deter equestrian users.) This segment could also be of potential 
interest as a recreational resource for full-time residents on the coast for fitness and 
casual use as well as for commuting to work.

Physical Structure and 2007 Damage
This segment begins in the town of Wheeler, at the depot used by OCSR. The Right 
of Way (ROW) varies, beginning at 60’ in width in Wheeler, where it becomes a 
standard 100’ ROW all the way along Nehalem Bay until Nedonna Beach, where it 
reverts to 60’. It widens briefly to 100’ before entering Rockaway, where the ROW 
is directly adjacent to US 101. Additional mapping is required to determine where 
the two ROWs coincide. The ROW remains at 60’ through Twin Rocks, then widens 
to 100’ as it passes the large property owned by the Oregon Methodist Church 
and rounds Barview and enters Garibaldi. From Garibaldi to its terminus, the ROW 
remains 100’. The POTB owns a large parcel just south of MP 835, which appears 
to be undeveloped and may be a parcel that was once a mill with a dock. There 
are two sidings in this Segment, at Wheeler and Garibaldi (adjacent to the Port of 
Garibaldi). At MP 856, there are several sidings and spurs related to former loading 
operations at the Hampton Lumber Mill. At the Industrial Park, several sidings are 
now serving as storage for derelict railcars and one spur even leads into the Air 
Museum hangar. (This plan does not propose a trail south of Highway 6 due to 
farming and Hampton Lumber operational conflicts.)

The OCSR currently utilizes this segment for tourist train excursions, so the corridor 
is operable and in good condition. The OCSR noted that the quality of rails in this 
segment is lower than in the Salmonberry canyon and they would like to replace 
these rails with a higher grade of steel in the future.

This segment was not extensively damaged in the 2007 flood, but there are several 
bridges and trestles in this segment, 12 of which require minor ballast repairs, 
repairs to small culverts, and repair of minor scour of bridge and trestle abutments. 
Some of this damage may have occurred in the 2007 event. These are described in 
detail in the 2008 FEMA Structural Engineering Assessment work, prepared by WH 
Pacific for IBIS Group. None of these repairs exceeds $33,000. The most significant 
bridges requiring repairs span the Wilson River and the Trask River, the two largest 
rivers draining the Coast Range between Wheeler and Tillamook. The Wilson River 
bridge (MP 854.32) is estimated to require replacement, at a cost of $2.6 Million. 
Another short bridge, over Slack Water Lake near Wheeler, requires $225,000 in 
repairs. 

Coastal Segment
Wheeler (MP 833) to Tillamook Industrial Park (MP 859.13)

Before and After illustration of a typical rail-
with-trail portion of the corridor 







Sections - Rockaway
Salmonberry Corridor

Notes

RR ROW

RR ROW

Rockaway Beach - Rail with Trail
New Frontage Road (looking North)

Rockaway Beach - Rail to Trail Conversion (looking North)

Active Rail 
Line

Improve 
Drainage

New Frontage 
Road

US Route 101

US Route 101

Rail-to-Trail

18’ Asphalt Roadway
(Alternate: 14’ multi-use path)
with sharrows and signage

14’ multi-use path
Asphalt or Compacted 
Aggregate
    

18’ Asphalt Roadway 
(with sharrows and signage)

US Route 101
Active Rail 

Line
Ex. Frontage

Road

 J

Rockaway Beach - Rail with Trail
Existing Frontage Road (looking North)
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Tile 40: Bay Ocean

Potential catalyst project: Improve rail with 
trail from Garibaldi to Barview coordinated 
with new waterline project. Provides 
alternative to narrow section of US 101

9

9

AA

Rail-to-Trail Alternative: Utilize RR tracks 
for rail-to-trail conversion.

From this point southward, the OR Coast 
Trail (OCT) shares the US Route 101 
alignment. Salmonberry Corridor would 
become OCT. 

Rail with Trail Alternative: Potential fill 
required adjacent to RR to allow for rail 
with trail. 

Bypass Alternative: Alternate trail 
alignment to occupy expanded shoulder 
on US 101 to avoid private property at 
Smith Lake (Tile 39)
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Section - Watseco Barview

Tillamook Bay

US Route 101

Watseco Barview - Rail with Trail (looking North)
See following page for Rail-to-Trail Option

8-14’ multi-use path 
•	 Water side of active rail
•	 Fill required to achieve 

desired trail width
•	 Some locations may 

require permitting for 
in-water work Asphalt or 
Compacted Aggregate

Watseco-Barview/Garibaldi
Waterline Inter-tie
(Future Work)

Active Rail Line

K*

Reinforced slope
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from Centerline
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Tile 46: Cheese Factory

A

Rail-to-Trail Alternative: Utilize RR tracks 
for rail-to-trail conversion.

Rail with Trail Alternative: Fill adjacent 
to RR to allow for rail with trail. Highly 
constrained by adjacent floodplain.

Bypass Alternative 2: Utilize US 101 to 
detour constrained portions of RR ROW.  
Further study needed.

Bypass Alternative 1: Re-route on US 
101 avoids numerous constrained bridge 
crossings in the floodplain.  

Tillamook Cheese Factory is key regional 
destination and there is a clear potential 
connection from the Corridor. Good 
trailhead location.

A
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P

Bypass Alternative 3: Acquire easements 
to achieve trail alignment off of US 101. 
Further study needed.

A Rail with Trail Alternative is not feasible 
for this stretch of RR ROW.  If in the future 
a Rail-to-Trail Alternative is possible, 
further study will be required. 

The Oregon Coast Trail (OCT) shares the 
US Route 101 alignment. 
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Section - Elevated RailP

Reinforced Slope

14’ multi-use path
•	 Fill required to achieve 

desired trail width adjacent 
to active rail line

•	 Some locations will 
require permitting for fill 
and construction work in 
floodplains and wetlands.

•	 Asphalt or Compacted 
Aggregate

    

Active Rail Line

8’-6” Minimum 
Clearance

Safety
Fencing

Centerline
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The Port of Tillamook Bay (POTB) railroad once connected the Willamette 
Valley to the Oregon Coast on an 86-mile rail corridor formerly owned by 
Southern Pacific, running from Banks to the Tillamook Airport through the 
canyon of the Salmonberry River and the Tillamook State Forest. Following 
a catastrophic storm with over 20 inches of rain falling over 2 days in 
December 2007, this rail connection was cut off due to major damage, 
particularly in a 16-mile stretch of tunnels and trestles deep within the 
Coast Range. After detailed engineering assessments, the POTB decided 
not to re-establish the rail connection due to the costs involved and a 
changing market for rail service. An undamaged portion of the line is 
currently being used by the Oregon Coast Scenic Railway to conduct tours 
between Garibaldi and Milepost 816 at the confluence of the Nehalem and 
Salmonberry Rivers, but the remainder of the corridor lies unused except by 
a few hikers, hunters and fishermen. 

This unique passage, which is referred to as the Salmonberry Corridor in 
this report, has a rich history, an outstanding scenic context and has the 
potential to connect urban and rural Oregon while tapping into a wide 
network of existing recreation trails and parks, educational opportunities 
and heritage sites. This will create strong economic opportunities for 
Northwest Oregon and help revitalize communities along the rail corridor, 
including Banks, Timber and the small towns along the coast from Wheeler 
to Tillamook. It will also define a new corridor for active, human-powered 
transportation, from the urban population of the Willamette Valley through 
the wild wooded Coast Range to the beaches and farms of Tillamook 
County.

There is increasing demand for this sort of trail. The Statewide 
Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) includes survey data 
for recreational activities in Regions 1 (NW Coast) and 2 (Portland Metro), 
which brackets the length of the Corridor. Recent survey results (November 
2012) note that the top two activities in both Regions include “walking 
on local sidewalks” (61.6% of population participating in Region 1 and 
68.9% in Region 2) and “walking on local trails/paths” (59.9% and 62.1% 
respectively). The population is aging rapidly, so low impact activity such as 
walking is increasing dramatically in popularity, with biking and day hiking 
also gaining. Accordingly, the highest priority needs noted by the SCORP 
surveys are walking paths, public access to waterways, nature viewing, 
off street bicycle trails and paved paths. In fact, 7 of the top 10 needs 
identified are trail-related.

In recognition of the demand for such recreational amenities, there is 
also significant political support for this project. The North Coast Regional 
Solutions Team, which includes the Department of Transportation (ODOT), 
Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD), Department 
of Environmental Quality (DEQ) and other state agencies, has identified 
the Salmonberry Corridor Trail project as a regionally-significant project. In 
March 2014, the Oregon Legislature passed Senate Bill 1516 that directs 
OPRD and ODF to work with the Salmonberry Coalition to identify potential 
sources of funding and management options by October 1, 2015. The 
Coalition has a visible and vocal supporter in State Senator Betsy Johnson 
(D-Scappoose).

Funded through a generous grant from the non-profit Cycle Oregon, this 
Concept Plan was commissioned to build on the Preliminary Feasibility 
Study (Walker Macy, March 2013) and establish feasible trail types and 
alignments, explore possible trailheads and trail-related facilities and 
present options for a variety of trail surfacing options. Given the complexity 
of the Corridor, no single solution has been proposed. Rather, advocates 
and agencies can use this document as a guide for developing more 
specific plans and designs for individual segments of the Corridor. 

This concept plan draws on the character of the landscape, the conditions 
of the Corridor and the diverse visions of stakeholders, and is intended 
to be the foundation for future development of this important landmark. 
The Salmonberry Corridor will likely take many years of development 
until it can be considered as a complete recreational resource and a full, 
unprecedented passage through Oregon’s Coast Range. For reference, the 
Banks-Vernonia State Trail took over 30 years of planning and construction 
before it became the complete multi-use corridor that it is today. Patience 
will be required to fulfill this unique and dramatic vision.

The Vision
People on the Corridor, 2035

Suzanne and her horse, Diamond, love to 
drive to Timber, then ride the Corridor west 
into the Salmonberry Canyon, stopping for 
lunch at the Reliance Trestle. Some day 
she’d like to ride with her daughter all the 
way through to the Coast.

Rex is an avid hiker and member of the 
Mazamas. He leads trips down to the 
Salmonberry every summer, arranging 
car shuttles so that they can hike a good 
chunk of the Canyon and see some of the 
remote scenery.

Beth and Andrea are training for a 
triathlon in 2036, so they love to take 
MAX out to Hillsboro then ride the Council 
Creek Trail to the Banks-Vernonia, then 
jump on the Corridor, riding as far as the 
Walcott Tunnel before looping back on 
remote roads to Stub Stewart State Park 
to complete the workout.

Jeff and his son Tyler have come to love 
the Corridor as it provides quick access on 
foot to a network of trails in the Tillamook 
State Forest where they can hunt for one 
elusive elk in October each year. They 
also hike in next to the rail line from the 
Confluence to fish for steelies in February.

Jack and Betty have loved riding the 
Oregon Coast Scenic Railroad for years. 
They enjoy taking an autumn trip to see 
the leaves turning in the Canyon and 
along the Nehalem River.
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This Concept Plan is an important step in illustrating the potential for the Salmonberry 
Corridor and should serve as a guiding resource for a range of additional studies that 
are necessary to facilitate construction of the first segments of the Corridor. Given the 
complexity of the Corridor, no single solution has been proposed. Rather, advocates 
and agencies can use this document as a guide for developing more specific plans 
and designs for individual segments of the Corridor. 

1. Coalition Principals and POTB will continue to clarify and secure easements 
for crossings of the Corridor. This work should include a full legal title search 
in order to create legal maps and determine any existing encroachments 
onto the Corridor

2. Led by the Tillamook Forest Heritage Trust, which will raise funds and 
awareness for the project, advocates for this effort should continue to lobby 
and build political support at the state and local level for the concept.

3. Coalition Principals should initiate important additional technical studies 
in support of this Concept Plan, including a detailed assessment of likely 
permitting requirements as well as hydrology, geotechnical and more 
precise engineering studies.

4. In December, 2013, an EPA Environmental Site Assessment (Brownfields) 
grant was awarded, for the portion of POTB ROW located in Tillamook 
County. The redevelopment of parts of the railway into a non-motorized trail 
requires addressing the potential environmental impacts and identifying 
the cleanup considerations that will impact the reuse planning. With 
the EPA’s $400,000 funding, the County will conduct public outreach, 
assessment work, and remediation planning work. A first phase of public 
meetings will focus on garnering support for the project and to educate 
the public about brownfields. The second phase of public meetings will be 
focused on community health and well-being of Tillamook County’s citizens 
and environment. Specifically, the re-use of the site and its impacts on the 
community’s health will be explored.

5. The TFHT should begin to assemble funding for the first, most feasible 
catalyst projects identified in this Concept Plan from a variety of sources.

6. A detailed study of corridor bridges and the Walcott Tunnel, updating what 
was determined in the 2008 post-storm FEMA study, will be needed in 
conjunction with more detailed project planning. 

7. These first specific projects should undergo detailed engineering design 
and initiate regulatory approvals for the designs in advance of construction. 
Within these projects, design standards should be establised, that can 
guide subsequent trail development.

Next StepsRealizing the Vision
The vision for a connected recreational corridor over the Coast 
Range between Tillamook and the Willamette Valley has inspired 
many Oregonians. The idea is rooted in the same bold spirit that 
compelled earlier generations to forge new passages across the 
mountains, from native trails, to military roads, to rails and most 
recently, highways. 

This Salmonberry Corridor Concept Plan is an ambitious proposal 
that will take many years to realize. The energy displayed by the 
thousands of citizens who have participated in shaping the plan will 
be needed in the coming years to continue refining and propelling 
the idea forward while making sure that the Corridor respects the 
values and ongoing interests of all people who currently live, work 
and recreate nearby. 

Starting with small steps, some of which are described at right, the 
Corridor can slowly be stitched together. There’s a good chance that 
the Corridor in Garibaldi will look very different from the Corridor in 
Timber. But this will make it one of most interesting rail-trail proj-
ects in the world. While advocates build momentum and support 
for the ultimate vision, people will slowly come to learn about the 
incredible Salmonberry Corridor and help Oregon realize this unique 
and exciting dream.

Tourists cycling, hiking, fishing or horse travel from 
Tillamook would spend on lodging, meals and other 
needs and bring a boost to the coast economy. In 
addition they would enjoy some of the most beautiful 
forests and mountain scenery in the world. The buzz 
among cyclist and travelers would provide a multiplier 
effect bringing more and more visitors as the word 
spreads of this wonderful travel resource. This is a 
huge win for Tillamook and the coast community.

Jerry W.

A new era begins on the Corridor...
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Formation Phase

Keys to this phase will be:
– Coalition model selection
– Coalition membership 
requirements

– Decision making responsibilities

Formation Phase

Pathway to the Pacific
The Salmonberry Trail



Governance Charter:
• Oregon Solutions model to develop
• Parties 

– Existing MOU parties
– Units of Government

• Transitional Charter
– To manage current phase 
of project, flexibility to change
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Keys to this phase will be:
– Development project prioritization
– Future Heavy maintenance 
prioritization

– Signage, branding and programming 
directions for corridor

– Communication conduit for TFH 
Trust and other funders

Planning Phase
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Keys to this phase will be:
– Tracking development projects
– Phasing projects
– Matching funding with projects

Development Phase
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Keys to this phase will be:
– Developing Maintenance 
Standards

– Identifying who will be 
operator(s)

– Prioritization of maintenance
– Identifying funding sources for 
operation and maintenance

Operation Phase
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Pathway to the Pacific
The Salmonberry Trail

• Project Manager

• Partnership to Fund Position:
• Tillamook County
• Washington County (via WA County Visitors Association)

• Cycle Oregon
• Oregon Department of Forestry
• Oregon Parks and Recreation Department



Pathway to the Pacific
The Salmonberry Trail

Project Manager

Duration: 2 years (currently)
Location:   OPRD will house staff
Role:  Take over for current PM to:

• Coordinate with local partners
• Coordinate Governance 
• Engage with Planning, Funding and Project 

Development
• Move Salmonberry forward…
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